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Active Insights, CSS Corp’s Smart Analytics Platform is a multi-faceted data powerhouse that provides valuable customer 
insights and more meaningful and precise segments. The platform goes beyond traditional analytical models to identify and 
predict customers’ buying behavior and next best action by applying machine learning to historical purchasing behavior.

Active Insights is powered with AI capabilities and advanced statistical models that drives customer lifecycle management 
(customer segmentation, campaign analytics, propensity models, cross sell/up sell) to understand customers’ intent, issues 
and proactively hit the target with the right recommendations and remediation.

Active Insights is built to scale horizontally i.e. the customer needn’t worry about the increase in data from a few megabytes 
to many terabytes over time. Its multi-concurrent capability enables it to serve ‘n’ number of requests, ranging from hundreds 
to millions of simultaneous requests without any performance being hit. 

Active Insights gives companies the opportunity to investigate vast volumes of data generated from customer interactions 
and consumption patterns. The analysis helps in anticipating failures, taking pre-emptive actions and improving support 
quality. The platform identifies issues and correlates them across multiple parameters in real time and provides proactive 
resilience.

Introducing Active Insights - 
CSS Corp’s Smart Analytics Platform
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Introduction

Customer Experience (CX) is the new marketing. Businesses today are striving to create a highly personalized, seamless, 
and interactive experience for their customers, across the spectrum of digital touchpoints. 

Companies that deliver seamless experiences tend to retain their customers, get more incremental purchases from their 
customers, and generate additional revenues. To achieve this, brands need to invest in AI and advanced analytics solutions 
to surface new patterns and predict new contexts to influence customer purchasing decisions. As digital technology matures, 
forward-thinking organizations are plugging in digital intelligence in their strategic investment roadmaps to revitalize their 
customer experience and support operations. 

The Changing Face of Customer Engagements

Just as electricity transformed almost everything 100 years ago, today we have a hard time thinking of an industry that we 
don’t think digital will transform in the next several years.

In the last few years, we saw how digital technologies like AI and analytics helped companies across industries to anticipate 
and face disruptions effectively and transform products and services to compete in the digital era. Companies are beginning 
to understand the seismic shifts happening in their ecosystem and are adapting accordingly. In this context, AI and analytics 
are acting as catalysts for growth by enabling companies transform from traditional models to outcome-based models and 
helping them discover new efficiencies, new revenue streams and new sources of competitive differentiation.

Several leading industry influencers, analysts and futurists have reaffirmed that going digital with AI and analytics is what can 
help an organization to endure the storm of changes in the ecosystem. 

Power On Active Insights and 
Turn on Next Generation Customer Experiences
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Harness Active Insights and Improve Business operations

Active Insights with extensive data ingestion, analytics and reporting capabilities provides actionable insights into customer 
propensities and drives new revenue streams. Based on these insights, the platform improves customer experience by 
offering targeted and personalized solutions to potential customers. 

Unlock the Power of Data and Drive Actionable Insights 

Active Insights uses variety of data sets like support logs data, customer satisfaction data, buying patterns in terms of 
recency, frequency and monetary values to arrive at a churn propensity score. By integrating 3rd party market research data, 
Active Insights gives a 360-degree view of the customer, enabling an organization to customize its service offerings and 
identify unique cross sell/up sell opportunities – way before competition does.

Inside Active Insights - Platform Capabilities and 
Customer Success Stories
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Let Insights Accentuate Your Marketing Campaigns

Active Insights helps marketers with insights that equip them to revisit their campaign mechanisms, approach customers 
with intelligent strategies, and deliver personalized and contextual messaging/offers through multi-channel campaigns e.g. 
Customer Segmentation, Market Basket Analysis, RFM Analysis and Campaign Analytics.

Drive Business Success with Customer Intelligence 

Active Insights offers end-to-end customer clustering and deeper insights into customer sentiments, buying behavior and 
satisfaction-levels, to drive business success. Other offerings include Agent Productivity, Churn Analytics, CX Improvements 
(CSAT, NPS), Operational Excellence and Productivity improvements.

Customer Date
Ecosystem

Context based Support 
Engagement

Context based Support 
Engagement

Enhanced Agility, Business 
Uptime and Efficiency

Log Analysis Pattern Recognition 
and Anomaly Detection

Real-time machine data into 
actionable insights

Powered by CSS Corp’s SaaS Based Active Insights Platform

• Condition Monitoring & tracking
• Data collection & synthesis
 - Historical data
 - Streaming data
 - Near real-time high velocity sensor data

• Equipment performance assessment
• Operations baselining
• Analyzing problematics
• Real-time alerts for predictive maintenance
• Automated alerts to personnel/field force

Measure Manage 

A large telecom company with millions of customers across the globe was losing customers due to lack of intelligent 
customer insights. To sustain the competitive edge, the customer decided to gain deeper insights about customer 
behavior, sentiments and feedback from various channels. The customer also wanted to streamline their customer 
support function through analytics. 

CSS Corp transformed the support function significantly through convergence of customer support function with 
analytics. Integrating service information with interaction data, and social media with customer interaction data 
resulted in improved acquisition rate, faster resolution and reduced brand dissonance. Key outcomes include reduced 
AHT by 12% to 15%, sustained CSAT at 90+ and reduced support operation cost by 22%

One of our customers in the digital streaming industry experienced sudden spike in customer complaints regarding 
channel unavailability. The complaints started compounding as the existing customer feedback mechanism did not 
allow them to identify issues in real-time. CSS Corp, using Active Insights, analyzed the last 12 months’ historical data 
and correlated it with real-time data to source patterns. We also did extensive social media analytics to capture the 
Voice of the Customer (VoC), and identified that the complaints were from customers watching a specific sports 
channel in a specific locality in CA. We proactively reached out to rest of the customers regarding service outage of 
the channels that reduced the incoming calls by 50%, and resulted in CSAT increase by 13%-15%.

Help Machines Help Themselves

Advanced analytics from Active Insights helps companies imbibe intelligence in their operations, leverages near real-time 
analytical information and predictive/prescriptive models to provide early warning alarms of uncharacteristic system behavior 
and resolve issues before the service or environment is impacted. 

For a railroad and locomotive company, CSS Corp deployed Active Insights to pre-empt equipment failures, optimize 
daily operations, asset utilization, and field resources. We constantly monitor customer’s sensor based IoT devices and 
enable ideal failure prediction analysis with the use of real-time intelligence, image data analysis, acoustics data 
analysis and operational intelligence. The company observed reduction in operational cost by 30%, improved 
technician productivity by 18% and increase in Mean-time-to-repair (MTTR) by 35%.

Infuse Intelligence into IT Operations

When applied in IT operations, Active Insights helps companies infuse intelligence into their operations. It correlates data in 
real-time, understands criticality of the requests and identifies relationships between systems and services e.g. Log 
Analytics, Engineer Productivity, Top Call Drivers and Resolution time.

We provide deeper visibility into operations by providing operational insights to re-engineer processes and improve 
efficiency. Our customer and agent performance analytics solution provides secure access to key performance indicators 
(KPIs) and metrics that enable enterprises to proactively monitor deviations or any breaches in set thresholds. Accurate 
interactive data visualizations empower enterprises to drive service delivery quality and efficiency.
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Advanced Analytics Modelling 
and Decision Support

Across the customer life cycle, we introduce relevant analytics models at various junctures that drives predictable and 
effortless engagement. Key analytics models that leverage in our engagements include: 

 1)  Clustering and segmentation: Discover and segment customers into specific groups with similar traits
 2)  Survey analytics and logistic regression model: Identifying the factors that drive customer satisfaction e.g.  
  CSAT, NPS 
 3)  Predictive analytics with association rules: Insights to measure & improve customer service e.g. FCR, AHT &  
  other key metrics
 4)  n-Path analysis: Bringing together product information with interaction data and customer data for faster  
  resolution
 5)  Random Forest and Hidden Markov models: Context to customer preferences & MTBF* for the product i.e. Most  
  & least preferred features
 6) Social media with Natural Language Processing (NLP): Sentiment analysis through social media listening &  
  monitoring
 7)  Agent performance and productivity: Analyzing the agent performance with case data and case history text data  
  mining
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Let Insights Accentuate Your Marketing Campaigns

Active Insights helps marketers with insights that equip them to revisit their campaign mechanisms, approach customers 
with intelligent strategies, and deliver personalized and contextual messaging/offers through multi-channel campaigns e.g. 
Customer Segmentation, Market Basket Analysis, RFM Analysis and Campaign Analytics.

Drive Business Success with Customer Intelligence 

Active Insights offers end-to-end customer clustering and deeper insights into customer sentiments, buying behavior and 
satisfaction-levels, to drive business success. Other offerings include Agent Productivity, Churn Analytics, CX Improvements 
(CSAT, NPS), Operational Excellence and Productivity improvements.

 8)  Failure mode and effect analysis: Analyzing the failure patterns by analyzing the device logs and provide  
  preventive alerts before failure
 9)  Customer issues analysis: Mean Time to Repair (MTTR), Mean Time Before Failure (MTBF) 
 10)  Arima: Time series forecasting model based on generalization of an autoregressive moving average

These models drive sustainable optimization (cost, assets and resources) and promote productivity improvement across the 
value chain. We monitor our analytical models based on the KPIs. If any degradation is observed on the threshold values, 
the latest data along with historical data are subjected to the existing analytical models to check for any re-calibration. 
Sometimes an improvised model may be suggested due to new processes or product releases. A specialized analytics team 
is involved from the start of the new process and the product release to effectively predict the ramp-up/ramp-down of 
headcount. 

One of our customers in the digital streaming industry experienced sudden spike in customer complaints regarding 
channel unavailability. The complaints started compounding as the existing customer feedback mechanism did not 
allow them to identify issues in real-time. CSS Corp, using Active Insights, analyzed the last 12 months’ historical data 
and correlated it with real-time data to source patterns. We also did extensive social media analytics to capture the 
Voice of the Customer (VoC), and identified that the complaints were from customers watching a specific sports 
channel in a specific locality in CA. We proactively reached out to rest of the customers regarding service outage of 
the channels that reduced the incoming calls by 50%, and resulted in CSAT increase by 13%-15%.

Help Machines Help Themselves

Advanced analytics from Active Insights helps companies imbibe intelligence in their operations, leverages near real-time 
analytical information and predictive/prescriptive models to provide early warning alarms of uncharacteristic system behavior 
and resolve issues before the service or environment is impacted. 

For a railroad and locomotive company, CSS Corp deployed Active Insights to pre-empt equipment failures, optimize 
daily operations, asset utilization, and field resources. We constantly monitor customer’s sensor based IoT devices and 
enable ideal failure prediction analysis with the use of real-time intelligence, image data analysis, acoustics data 
analysis and operational intelligence. The company observed reduction in operational cost by 30%, improved 
technician productivity by 18% and increase in Mean-time-to-repair (MTTR) by 35%.

Infuse Intelligence into IT Operations

When applied in IT operations, Active Insights helps companies infuse intelligence into their operations. It correlates data in 
real-time, understands criticality of the requests and identifies relationships between systems and services e.g. Log 
Analytics, Engineer Productivity, Top Call Drivers and Resolution time.

We provide deeper visibility into operations by providing operational insights to re-engineer processes and improve 
efficiency. Our customer and agent performance analytics solution provides secure access to key performance indicators 
(KPIs) and metrics that enable enterprises to proactively monitor deviations or any breaches in set thresholds. Accurate 
interactive data visualizations empower enterprises to drive service delivery quality and efficiency.
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Across the customer life cycle, we introduce relevant analytics models at various junctures that drives predictable and 
effortless engagement. Key analytics models that leverage in our engagements include: 

 1)  Clustering and segmentation: Discover and segment customers into specific groups with similar traits
 2)  Survey analytics and logistic regression model: Identifying the factors that drive customer satisfaction e.g.  
  CSAT, NPS 
 3)  Predictive analytics with association rules: Insights to measure & improve customer service e.g. FCR, AHT &  
  other key metrics
 4)  n-Path analysis: Bringing together product information with interaction data and customer data for faster  
  resolution
 5)  Random Forest and Hidden Markov models: Context to customer preferences & MTBF* for the product i.e. Most  
  & least preferred features
 6) Social media with Natural Language Processing (NLP): Sentiment analysis through social media listening &  
  monitoring
 7)  Agent performance and productivity: Analyzing the agent performance with case data and case history text data  
  mining

CSS Corp invests significantly in emerging technologies and helps customers differentiate themselves in the market. Our 
consultative approach in customer analytics and focused investments for our customers help discover new efficiencies and 
new sources of competitive differentiation. 

Speech Analytics: Our Active Insights platform enables businesses to utilize customer interaction sources including 
customer call audio in conjunction with support experts’ notes, email, chat and customers’ social media interactions to 
understand customer patterns and intent.

Early Warning System (EWS) – Predictive analytics solution that helps support teams to categorize issues, help improve 
time to resolve, prioritize issues based on complexities, assign relevant and best engineer to resolve the issue. Our solution 
help support organizations to achieve faster resolution and improve CSAT. Built in with “Engineer Ranking” capabilities 
enable teams to smartly plan, prioritize and allocate ticket volumes resulting in better utilization of resources.

Service Desk Analytics: When applied in a service desk environment, our solution helps companies infuse intelligence in 
their operations. It correlates data in real-time, understands criticality of the requests and identifies relationships between 
systems and services e.g. Log Analytics, Engineer Productivity, Top Call Drivers and Resolution time.

Explore Even Further with Active Insights 

CSS Corp has been very instrumental in delivering differentiated customer experiences to our customers. We use the power 
of AI, Analytics and new age technologies to deliver holistic customer solutions right from customer acquisition, helping 
customers build and maximize revenue at every stage of the customer lifecycle.

•  Robust platform powered by industry specific pre-built, reusable assets including statistical models, algorithms and  
  data sources that provide a foundation for engagements across industries and functions

•  Promotes convergence of AI, Analytics and Automation. Our platform enables organizations to build their automation  
  strategy and remediation approach based on the guided insights 

•  Leverages near real-time analytical information & predictive/ prescriptive models for faster & better decisions

•  Cloud-based integrated analytics platform that builds on a machine learning mechanism that understands the  
  behavioral aspects of decision
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 8)  Failure mode and effect analysis: Analyzing the failure patterns by analyzing the device logs and provide  
  preventive alerts before failure
 9)  Customer issues analysis: Mean Time to Repair (MTTR), Mean Time Before Failure (MTBF) 
 10)  Arima: Time series forecasting model based on generalization of an autoregressive moving average

These models drive sustainable optimization (cost, assets and resources) and promote productivity improvement across the 
value chain. We monitor our analytical models based on the KPIs. If any degradation is observed on the threshold values, 
the latest data along with historical data are subjected to the existing analytical models to check for any re-calibration. 
Sometimes an improvised model may be suggested due to new processes or product releases. A specialized analytics team 
is involved from the start of the new process and the product release to effectively predict the ramp-up/ramp-down of 
headcount. 

Key Differentiators

•  Easy onboarding, customized predictive analysis, visualization and dashboarding in a short span of 4-6 weeks. For  
  advanced analytics that require very specific insights, it takes 12-16 weeks or more, depending on the use case.
•  Advanced Analytics approach that focuses on emerging issues, surfacing new contexts, patterns and trends that make  
  the solution proactive and intuitive

•  Optimized use of Machine Learning, Deep Learning and NLP

•  Transforming customers from a transaction orientation to a relationship orientation
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their operations. It correlates data in real-time, understands criticality of the requests and identifies relationships between 
systems and services e.g. Log Analytics, Engineer Productivity, Top Call Drivers and Resolution time.

CSS Corp has been very instrumental in delivering differentiated customer experiences to our customers. We use the power 
of AI, Analytics and new age technologies to deliver holistic customer solutions right from customer acquisition, helping 
customers build and maximize revenue at every stage of the customer lifecycle.

•  Robust platform powered by industry specific pre-built, reusable assets including statistical models, algorithms and  
  data sources that provide a foundation for engagements across industries and functions

•  Promotes convergence of AI, Analytics and Automation. Our platform enables organizations to build their automation  
  strategy and remediation approach based on the guided insights 

•  Leverages near real-time analytical information & predictive/ prescriptive models for faster & better decisions

•  Cloud-based integrated analytics platform that builds on a machine learning mechanism that understands the  
  behavioral aspects of decision

Cognitive technologies are fast becoming an intrinsic part of how businesses and people operate, and the pervasive nature 
of technology has made it imperative for ecosystem players to ramp up extensively.  Brands are relooking into ways to 
engage the new-age digital customer. Customers today demand more personalized, proactive and even pre-emptive services 
from brands. Hence it has become imperative for brands to embrace AI and Analytics to manage evolving customer 
expectations and growth. 

In this context, CSS Corp has meticulously built Active Insights that can help organizations reinvent and reimagine their 
customer engagements within a short span of time. Built on swift response areas like faster insights, customer lifetime value 
and value driven service optimization, it helps brands understand their customer base and generate differentiated customer 
experiences. A layer of AI, Machine Learning and NLP technologies further boost the accuracy and speed of operations giving 
brands a clear head start over competition.

As businesses become more insights driven, it becomes imperative for analytics vendors to deliver real, measurable impact 
that makes a critical difference to client’s businesses. Active Insights has transformed customer ecosystems, resulting in 
improved business agility, operational excellence, resilience, and ultimately phenomenal customer experiences.

Conclusion

For more information, contact info@csscorp.com
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CSS Corp is a new age IT Services and Technology Support company that harnesses the power of AI, automation, analytics, cloud and 
digital to address customer needs. The company partners with leading enterprises to help realize their strategic business outcomes. Its 
team of 5,500 technology professionals across 16 global locations are passionate about helping customers differentiate and succeed.
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•  Easy onboarding, customized predictive analysis, visualization and dashboarding in a short span of 4-6 weeks. For  
  advanced analytics that require very specific insights, it takes 12-16 weeks or more, depending on the use case.
•  Advanced Analytics approach that focuses on emerging issues, surfacing new contexts, patterns and trends that make  
  the solution proactive and intuitive

•  Optimized use of Machine Learning, Deep Learning and NLP

•  Transforming customers from a transaction orientation to a relationship orientation
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CSS Corp was recently recognized as ‘Strong Performer’ in Forrester Wave for Customer Analytics. We were placed in 
the top 10 global organizations list for customer analytics in this study by Forrester. We were also recognized as a ‘‘Leader’ 
by global research and advisory firm NelsonHall, in its latest NEAT report for Multi- Channel Customer Management 
Services (CMS) and this leadership position was significantly cemented by the presence of our Active Insights platform.

Most importantly our existing customers have benefited significantly by implementing Active Insights that has enabled them 
to simplify businesses and augment their customer experience strategy. Feedback from our customers suggests that they 
view Active Insights as far superior to other analytics platforms offered by leading players in the IT Industry. 

CSS Corp is excited to explore new frontiers with Active Insights that harnesses the power of customer centricity and builds 
an ecosystem that fuels unprecedented growth and innovation for our customers.

Recent Industry Recognitions


